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About This Game

The legendary Sky Kingdom suddenly appears and a destructive barrage is unleashed upon an unsuspecting town. Play as the
Fairytale Detective and embark on an investigation to rescue the townspeople. In this quest, you will meet Jack - an infamous

treasure hunter who shares a secret past with the Kingdom - and discover the tragic history behind the chaos.

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Uncover the legendary Sky Kingdom
Adventure with Jack to rescue his fiancée

Breath-taking storyline and challenging gameplay
Bonus Gameplay – Rumpelstiltskin

Expertly crafted wallpapers and more!
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Fun game. easy to play. recommended.. This game has nothing to offer.
1\/10. Overall I very much enjoyed playing this game, honestly the only critique I could give is that there's simply not enough
levels!

PS. From a Streamers Perspective,I personally found it to be a great game to collaborate with your viewers on.. Dont bother.
First, all the hitboxes are squares, so no effort put in there; minimalist on that point for sure. Then you get to controls and input
response... this is the epitomy of minimalist, three buttons, ok, no problem, but why space and the left and right arrow keys? Oh,
and you can't change them either... Now lets talk response. Press the button and get one response, at full value. So no sensitivity
to contols, ok, fine if you want to play on ice and that's where the difficulty is so be it, as long as the buttons are immediately
responsive... hint: they are not. Try this on a wall in game, slide down a wall and press jump. Every once in a while the speed at
which you come off the wall changes. Well why is that? BAD CODING and No testing. To sum it up, the game is minimalist in
design, effort put in, and testing. Thus if you really want it, take the minimalist approach... pay a minimalist amount... Free. And
play it a minimalist amount. None.. Light hearted RPG that contains plenty of charm and humour to make up for the lack of
combat depth. The world of Driftmoon is actually pretty large to explore and chatting to the citizens and creatures brings out a
lot of monty python style humour showing the game doesn't take itself too seriously. The main quest is fairly stock standard
when it comes to RPG's but it's still enjoyable enough to keep your interest throughout the entire game. Side quests were pretty
amusing and varied to keep the game interesting.

I'm no RPG expert but managed to complete the entire game (with 100% achievements) in under 10hrs. Personally I liked the
fact I didn't have to put 50+ hours into the game to finish it and I got to explore every inch of the gameworld. Others might
disagree, however considering the game was made by just 2 people the amount of game polish in the overall package is damn
impressive. The game and story do not overstay their welcome and I felt the length of the game was pretty spot on (i.e It didn't
drag on at any point and never felt tedious).

I didn't encouter any bugs, crashes or technical issues with the game. Highly recommend if you're a fan of RPG's in general and
want an interesting game world to play around in for awhile.. Do not buy until they fix the bug that ignores your play area, I
physically cannot reach some of the objects in the levels because the object is so far away from my play area that it is out of the
window of my room.. Awesome Game, shame that it's a buggy mess, It's not even patched to the latest version.. I wish there was
a neutral button. Because I'm having fun playing the game but their is some frustrating things about it.
Pros:
Great atmosphere
Excellent art style
Fun puzzles
Good couch co op

Cons:
Horrible controls for the boy, I think it would be a much better game if he was in 2 1\/2 D instead of 3D. It also feels like there
is some missing sound assets or something, because there is no weight to the boy. He feels really floaty and awkward. The
crappy controls really brings down the fun factor of this game.
It totally could be an B+ or a solid A but the controls bring it to a C+. It's totally worth it for the sale price but not full price..
Good puzzles, very fun to solve. They aren't too hard, and I only needed to look up how to get 1 collectable.
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A very good game with lots of potential. The balance is very good right now and is a perfect game for those who like first
person shooters and those who don't. The devs listened to the players and made runners (scavengers) less annoying to deal with
as well as giving them a new objective. They also slashed the price of this game in half and added in a progression system. I
have very high hopes for this game and I hope it thrives.. Very bare bones but fun.. I absolutely LOVE this game! It's the first
game I've played in years where I didn't mind playing for hours on end.
It may be a little repetitive, but I really felt like I HAD to win. I can play for 20 minutes or lose hours of sleep over it. I can save
a game at any time (although I really wish these saved games were saved to Steam instead of locally - my laptop doesn't have the
same saved games my desktop does).
Like other reviewers have said, there's no real resource managment, no "politics" involved - just fighting between ships and
aircraft. It's more like Risk than about any other game I can think of; you have to have certain types of ships to hold areas
you've won; there a "zones" you're trying to take over. You can only move a ship once in a turn so you have to plan carefully.
Turns can take as long as you'd like, so there's no rush. If ships are damaged during a battle, they retain that damage even in
future battles unless you repair them. To repair them, they have to be in "zones" where a shipyard is without moving for an
entire turn. You do earn money based on which properties you control at the end of the turn. You use this money to build more
ships which can only originate at specific points. These ships can be customized to some extent when you "build" them.
I love the graphics. The water looks cool, the ships look cool. There are no microtransactions: you buy the game and you're
done. Still, I wish there was some DLC.
I really only have a very complaints: damage is determined randomly no matter where you hit another ship. If you hit the rear
end, it might still show "bridge damaged" instead of a rudder. It would be neat to be able to zoom completely into your ships
during a battle. AI will waste some time barely moving some ships at all, yet taking the time to move them anyway. AI doesn't
seem to realize exactly how to correct for its miss. You have NO control over which ships you can move or in what order -
sometimes a ship is in the way of another, but you have no choice over which you can move first. It would be neat to have cut
scenes of ships being repaired when that happens instead of a bland "3 ships were repaired" text at the top of the screen.
I got the game on sale, but I gotta say it's easily worth $20. Too bad there's no DLC at all. But I love this game.. The only reason
why I had 19 hrs into this game is because I didn't know about War Thunder at the time.. You can find Shanon after a little-
quest (Woman dressed in red under a tree) in Dona, the village to South East in White Fog Forest

https:\/\/68.media.tumblr.com\/815c458f860dd362a0ea2b24523a9661\/tumblr_osk3lltk7x1u2xy39o1_1280.png
. This game is like an onion. It is layers upon layers of oddities, humour, and its own fascinating aesthetic. If you like
Vaporwave or that Windows 98/XP feel associated with it, then you should try this out. You WILL be surprised by what you
find. It is quite the journey.. This is a fantastic indie RPG that seemed like a breath of fresh air even compared to most big-
budget RPGs I've played. The graphics are beautiful, with the pixel art and the background art matching up nicely. The battle
mechanics are quite unique, and should appeal to anyone who likes seeing big numbers get bigger on screen while fighting. It's
strategic, and calls for some timing practice, and highly rewarding until the end. The story is not spectacular, but drives the
player along at a brisk enough pace to not get boring. And it is fairly well written as well.

Two things that make this game stand out, though, are the in-universe card game, and minimal grinding. The card game is
reminiscent of Final Fantasy VIII, but without the regional rule variations. There were stretches of the game where I thought,
"well exploring caves and battling creatures is cool and all, but when do I get to play the card game again?"
At only one point did I feel like I needed to grind for levels, and that was for certain post-game content only. Everything else
was entirely manageable after a few tries by utilising the game's character augmentation mechanics.

4/5, most certainly worth a evenings of play.

. Pixel Surivors is a simple & mostly a short strategy\/simulation-game.

Dont expect to much from the game and you will have a great game for now and then.

Pro:

 pixel graphics

 short strategy\/simulation game
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 villager turns into zombies when they die

 wont play it longer as like a hour, great diversion

 steamcards and achivements
Con:

 stupid AI is still stupid :D

 pixel graphics (some wouldnd like it)

 wont play it longer as like a hour, miss some longtime motivation

 if you see a zombie the game is nearly game over if you have no recources
 Rate: 8\/10

What i miss in the game:

 would like to see some more animals like deers or somthing

 no tree spawn without a building

 more ways to protect against zombies

Dont expect a long on going Strategy-Game, for that its just to simple if you mastered it once(its
first really hard even on easy). But its a great game if you just want to look at a village and see
how its growing as you wish.

I played since the Beta about 20 hours. The progress of the game headed forward and its now
beautiful and mostly a stable game. Since its release you cant build everthing from the start you
have to research new building and a more efficence way for you villager to gather recources. But
so the game got some more deeper interaction and a long time motivation.. The best way to
describe this silly game would be that Super Mega Neo Pug, Minecraft, and a regular infinite
runner like "Temple Run" had a massive orgy and all of their DNA fused together to splurt out
this baby -- and it's such a cute baby!

Like its predecessor, it's a fun time waster. There's no story, no plot, no massive goal -- just jump
to stay alive. And jump really is all that you do. Unlike SMNP where you held the button to fly up
and released it to drop down, with TP3D you jump. That's it.

The graphics are voxel-based like Minecraft but smooth as silk. If you have a rig that can support
it, turning all of the graphics to "epic" gives you an amazing draw distance and gorgeous
day\/night effects.

My only "complaint" is that Turbo Pug 3D is actually NOT 3D-compatible. (EDIT: Yes, I am
FULLY aware that that's not the reason for "3D" in the title.) I was really hoping to see this in
NVIDIA's stereoscopic 3D mode. My heart was set on seeing the distance go w-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-y
back into the screen, but - alas! - it doesn't work. Maybe they can work on that for a future
update.

Anyway, if you need a fun, silly, and challenging time killer, this game should fit the bill -- for
only two dollar bills.
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